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It seemed that he was despising such an important artifact and sent Levi Garrison to guard it.

There is no difficulty in breaking through the line of defense.

Levi Garrison made a special note of this person, named Fan Zhisheng.

Dozens of ghostly figures sneaked into the laboratory.

They used the equipment of the Gods Laboratory to unlock the eight locks of the laboratory and
successfully found the location of the artifact.

Replace the artifact.
After getting the artifact, everyone left immediately.

Now everyone fled from Levi Garrison’s direction.

After all, in their opinion, Levi Garrison’s breakthrough in this direction is the easiest.
When passing by Levi Garrison, everyone smiled meaningfully.

In Levi Garrison’s opinion, these guys are despising themselves.

But this is different from what he thought.

They laugh like this, but they have other ideas.

After this group of people came out, the reception team immediately responded.

Finally, the release group and the alert group left one by one.

There are no traces left.

But where do they want it.

Levi Garrison actually left marks on them one by one.

This is the tracking chip developed by the strongest team of the Bible Organization.

It’s actually a drop of liquid.

After entering the body, it will dissipate.

Follow it up.

Now Levi Garrison’s men have locked dozens of them and are tracking them all the time.

Including where they go.

Can be noticed.

Levi Garrison smiled.

At this time, no one else discovered that the artifact had been stolen.

If there is no advance notice from Levi Garrison.

I am afraid that it will take a long time for them to find that the artifact has been stolen.

“As expected of the Lab of the Gods, this set of equipment is still advanced, and it was stolen without
knowing it…”

Levi Garrison smiled.

After hearing Levi Garrison’s notice, everyone knew that the artifact had been stolen.

“too horrible!”

Even Tiance Shenshuai wiped cold sweat.

If it weren’t for Levi Garrison’s presence.

The laboratory of the gods came out.

Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan might not be able to cope with it.

Unless it is Daxia’s two types of existence…

“Dean, now? What should I do?”

Everyone asked.

“Wait!”

